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Welcome
Welcome to the 2nd edition of the Dublin International
Short Film and Music Festival (D.I.S.F.M.F)
This year we received our biggest number of short film
submissions, a total of 567 short films from all over
the world.
We selected and will screen 106 short film from all the
world.
This year we have 40 premieres, 33 films from Ireland
and rest of the world, Germany 1, UK 7, Brazil 5,
France 6, Sweden 4, Finland 6, Italy 2, Romania 7,
Israel 3, Belgium 2, Spain 4, USA 2, South Korea 2,
Canada 2, Greece, Netherlands, Taiwan, Iran, Egypt
and Switzerland.
The goal of the festival is to show a variety of all
genres and show you the range of short films.
We will also be showcasing two up and coming bands
Paradox and The Dead beats with out opening and
closing night concerts.
We hope that you enjoy your time at this year festival
and can’t wait for the next edition because we are
aiming to get better and better with each year.

From
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Florian Zapra
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Brian Walsh
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Bart Chowanski
Timothy O’Connell
Stephen Brady
Natasha Efole

The Jury
Hope Brown Hope Brown is the Founding director of the

Agni Acting Studio Centre for Performing

Arts. With over 20 years of experience in the
industry as a director, producer, actor, teacher
and voice-over artist. This is Hope’s second
stint as a juror for D.I.S.F.M.F.

George Pistereanu George Pistereanu born 1990 in Bucharest

and he is Romanian actor. He is best known
for his role as Silviu in the Silver Bear
winning film When I want to whistle, I
whistle. This is the first time for George as
a juror for D.I.S.F.M.F.

Awards
This year we have six awards to give away and for
each category we have five nominations.
Best Director

The categories are Best Irish short, Best International
short, Best Director, Best Music, Best actor and Best
Actress.
Best Actress

The actual awards are paintings by two international
based artist Pratima Gungadoss from Mauritius and
Emanuel Sangeorzan.

Best International

Best Irish

Best Actress

Best Music

Nominees
Best Irish Short

Best International Short

VIRTUS

DREAM MASHINE

FURNITURE: MURDER & LOVE

VANISHING INTO BLUE

TOY SOLDIERS

SHE

THE HANDSOME SHADOWS

EVERYTHING’S SUPER

THE BALLSBRIDGE POISONERS

ONE YEAR AFTER

Best Actor

Best Actress

Tom Dewisperale, YEARNER

Eimear Morrissey, THE BALLSBRIDGE POISONER

Bradley Smith, LULLABY

Sara Soulie, ANIMAL DAY

Franky Van dorst, SALT & PEPPER

Manuela Bosco, SHE HAS YOUR EYES

Shane Casey, THE HANSOME SHADOWS

Maria Ortega, WHEN EVERYTHING IS OVER

Alan Sherlock, DIANE

Simona Maicanescu, THE FUGUE

Best Director

Best Music

Abdurrahman Oner, VANISHING INTO BLUE

THE WAY BACK

Tommi Seitajoki, ANIMAL DAY

ANIMAL DAY

Siebel Dominik, DREAM MASHINE

THIS DREAM SONG

Mark Cogan, THE HANDSOME SHADOWS
Mike Hayes, TOY SOLDIERS

VIRTUOSO VIRTUAL
KHACHATURIAN MEETS DALI

Venues
This year all the events at the festival will take place at
3 venues on the Dublin city centre.
A stylish music bar in city centre of
Dublin. 4 Dame Lane is situated on a
quite lane on Dame Street just around
the corner from The Stag’s head.
We will be screening the short film at
4 Dame Lane on all the days of the
festival from 11am to 6.45pm.
The Grand Social is the lastest addition
to Dublin thriving city’s music and club
scene and it has carved a reputation as
a venue with fantastic facilities.
The opening night concert featuring
Irish band Paradox will be held at The
Grand Social on the 4th of October
2013 at 8.30pm.
It’s a venue to die for, wood panelled
walls, plush banquette seating and a
pristine sound system render the rest
of Dublin’s night-life cruddy in
comparison, says the Irish Times
about the sugar club.
We will be screening film at The
Sugar Club on the last day of the
festival and also handing out awards.
Plus live music from The Dead Beats.

The Sch
Friday 4th October 2013

Saturday 5th October 2013

Programme 1, 4 Dame Lane @ 11.00am

Programme 5, 4 Dame Lane @ 11.00am

Animals . Remember Me . Waiting.

Toiling Under African Skies . Margherita . As
nus .

Mr Bureaucracy. One Bedroom. She.

Welcome and our Condolences . A shade o
Grey .

When Everything is Over.
Programme 2, 4 Dame Lane @ 1.00pm

Out there . My Baby . Into Noise .

Dead Tiger . Covered by Forest. Stay.
Pio’s Movie . Vanishing into Blue. Annalyn.
Programme 3, 4 Dame Lane @ 3.30pm
The Cassette Player . Casimiro Effect . In The Nick
of Time.

Programme 6, 4 Dame lane @ 2.45pm
Zinneke . Trust . Covet . Separation .
Speechless . The Dancer . Sachlich .
Programme 7, 4 Dame Lane @ 4.45pm

Diane . Stuama . The First Job .

Khachaturian meets Dali . The Door . Dawn

Programme 4, 4 Dame Lane @ 5.30pm

In Memoriam . Sobota . Salt and Pepper .

Toy Soldiers . Last traces . Butter Lamp .

Programme 8, 4 Dame Lane @ 6.45pm

Pepuk . Go with God . Liquid Nation .

Suspense 101 . Hurdy Gurdy . Animal Day

Opening Night Concert, The Grand Social @
8.30pm

#awomansvoice . Hondo Mojave . Zanta
Clauz .

Live Musical performance by Paradox.

Tickets for all screenin
Cos
Free entry for all Par

hedule
Sunday 6th October 2013

si-

of

Programme 9, 4 Dame Lane @ 11.00 am Programme 13, The Sugar Club @ 11.00am
Jacob Wrestling with the Angel . Bad Man .
Clean . Thoughts About Dying .
Volkswagen Joe .
Fuck Fair Play . She has your eyes . Footless
Men .
Poop on Poverty . Prince Filip . Mirage .
Eimear .

n.

.

A-Way . The Disorganised Crime . Virtus .

Programme 10, 4 Dame Lane @ 1.00pm Programme 14, The Sugar Club @ 1.30pm
This Dream Song . The Fugue . Margerita . The Greyness of Autumn . Heat . Furniture:
Murder
PureView . Grand Opening . Confessions .
and Love . Happily Ever After . Breaking .
The Hunt . Lullaby .
Everything’s Super . The Tent .
Programme 11, 4 Dame Lane @ 3.15pm
Programme 15, The Sugar Club @ 3.45pm
The Salamander . Me, Myself . The Hour
Golgotha . Inside the Game . Just for One
Glass .
Day .
Danger Overhead Powerlines . Odds or
Secrets . One Year After .
Evens .
Programme 16, The Sugar Club @ 5.45pm
Forgiving Amy . 11meters 9months . Red
Cod .
Dream Mashine . Mousse . Virtuoso Virtual .
Programme 12, 4 Dame Lane @ 5.30pm

The Ballsbridge Poisoner . Debtfools .

The Way Back . Outside the Box . Price .
Yearner .

The Handsome Shadows .

Bachelorette .

Award Presentation @ The Sugar Club.
Live Music by The Dead Beats @
The Sugar Club, 9.00pm

ngs and Music Concerts
st €5.
rticipating Filmmakers.

Music @ D.I.S.F.M.F
Paradox

Paradox are an alternative rock/grunge outfit
hailing from Cork Ireland. Formed in 1996 by
brothers Pete Mac and Mike Mac. Their sound
is influenced by the grunge era of the 90’s.
In 2000 they recorded their debut album “Circle
of Growth” in the US. Paradox continue to tour all
over Ireland and US. They will playing at the
Grand Social as part of out opening night
ceremony.

The Dead Beat

The Dead Beat are a four piece Indie band
from Dublin.
The Dead Beat’s sound is firmly rooted in that
classic indie sound far from being straight
forward landfill indie.
The Dead Beat will be closing the festival with
a live music performance at The Sugar Club
on the 6th of October 2013 at 9.00pm.

Set in the Heart of Temple Bar, Dublin’s Cultural District.
The Shack Restaurant is bustling and friendly place to come for the
best of Irish and European cuisine in a relaxing atmosphere.

The Shack Restaurant
24 Essex Street East, Dublin 2 01 679 0043.

Where the taste of local Irish Cuisine
and
Vintage Arts and Craft
Meets

7, Poolberg Street, Dublin 2
01 679 8705.
info@vintagekitchen.com

The
Shorts.

Animals
Wale Atoyegbe, Ireland, 15m, 2013.
In a world where the use of Animals as food
Is the ultimate sin Jim a honest and decent man
must confess a dark and sinister Secret to the
only man who could possibly understand him
his best friend, Freddie.

Remember Me

Elena Ciolacu, Romania, 6m25s, 2013
The Story of the Romanian soldiers that fought at
Stalingrad and about the injustice done to them by
history which has overlooked and forgotten their
sacrifice.

Waiting
Emlyn Boyle, Ireland, 14m47s, 2013
An old woman sits alone at the bus stop in the
dark. What exactly is she waiting for and does
something else await her in the darkness.

Paradox - Mr Bureaucracy
Damien Murphy, Aaron Wiley & Pete Mac
Ireland, 5m24s, 2012
Music video for the song Mr Bureaucracy by
the band Paradox.

One Bedroom

Christiane Hitzemann, USA, 10m30s, 2013
When an unlucky musician learns that his wife is
Pregnant. He has one way to save his marriage,
on the bumpy new york city real estate market.

She

Seong-Hyeok Moon, Korea, 16m58s, 2012
A maid who works for a wealthy family
becomes obsessed of her employers life.

When Everything Is Over
Suso Imbernon, Spain, 20m, 2013

Since Rocio’s husband lost his job, she struggles
everyday to keep her family going but one act
will take her away from her family against their
will.

Dead Tiger

Brian McDonnell, Ireland, 26m, 2012
A young man and his father are living in poverty.
Seeing an opportunity to make money, the young
man robs a drug dealer.

Covered by Forest

Sama Hamalainen, Finland, 20m20s, 2013
The story of a man whose deep connection to
nature and forest spirits has alienated him from
modern society.

Stay
David Lynch, Ireland, 5m34s, 2013
A lone dog wakes to an empty house. The dog
is looking for it’s owner. The owner is in the
silence waiting to be found.

Pio’s Movie

Thiago B. Mendonca, Brazil, 14m56s, 2012
A documentary about Brazilian Filmmaker Pio
Zamuner and also his relationship with Thiago
but who directs this film?

Vanishing Into Blue
Abdurrahman Oner, Turkey, 12m, 2012

A single shot of the final resolution to decades of
marital hostility is solved with extreme prejudice.

Annalyn

Maria Eriksson, Sweden, 32m, 2012

Agnes is wants a change in her life. Her father
and girlfriend inhibits her from change until her
father finds a new wife, Annalyn.

The Cassette Player

Mojtaba Mousavi, Iran, 4m53s, 2013
An old man records the snoring of his wife
while she sleeps to prove to her that she
snores.

The Casimiro Effect

Clarice Saliby, Brazil, 14m58s, 2013
The true story of most important but unknown
UFO event which took place in the quiet city
of Casimiro De Abreu in 1980.

In the Nick of Time

David M. Lorenz, Germany, 13m, 2012
Arne wants to kill himself but once he
stands on the chair with rope around his
neck, something unexpected happens.

Diane

Dara McConnell, Ireland, 24m24s, 2013
A story about heroin addiction and the
influence it has on the morals of the
addict.

Stuama

Paul Webster, Ireland, 15m, 2013
Two men travel to the mountains. we learn why
one of the men have come here and what the
two men have in common.

The First Job

Dago Schelin, Germany, 8m28s, 2010
A video production graduate is off to her first
job. Little does she know that her first client
is death.

Toy Soldiers

Mike Hayes, Ireland, 16m, 2012
A rural town plays host to group of rebellious
teenagers and one unlikely accomplice,
ten year old Charlie.

Last Traces

Norbett Kottmann & Oliver Rogers
Switzerland, 6m31s, 2013
A bio-hazard/ crime scene cleaner talks about
his job.

Butter Lamp

Hu Wei, China & France, 15m, 2013
A young photographer and his assistant
photograph Tibetan nomads in front of
various backgrounds.

Pepuk

Ozkan Kucuk, Turkey, 18m20s, 2013
A mystic tale in present day, a re-fictionalised
a true story, in all women are alone and no
one to help them.

Just For One Day
Tunc Sahin, Turkey, 23m28s, 2013

A young intern gets tired of being preached to
by the people in his company and he confronts
them with their own hypocrisy.

Liquid Nation

David Lynch, Ireland, 4m54s, 2013
An examination of Irish drinking culture and
it’s effect on a grieving wife for her alcoholic
husband.

Toiling Under African Skies
Brian Cronly, Ireland, 10m26s, 2013
A short documentary about Irish volunteer also
ESB employees who went to Ghana to build
schools

Margherita
Christian Passeri, UK, 15m16s, 2013
The approach to life of a young Italian artist
in London, meet Ivano and his search for
Margherita.

Asinus

Marcelo Didimo Vieira, Brazil, 18m18s, 2012
A documentary about the most symbolic
animal of the Brazilian north east, the
Donkey.

Welcome and our Condolences
Leon Prudovsky, Israel, 26m30s, 2012
1991, the beginning of a massive immigration wave
from the USSR to Israel. 12 year old Misha records
his family’s journey. the traumatic journey becomes
hectic when there is a death in the family.

A Shade of Grey

Herve Dermes, Canada, 14m, 2012

A peaceful life on her family farm, a cold, clear
winter day. 9 year old Noemy is about to leave
the carefree world of childhood behind.

Out There

Randal Plunkett, Ireland, 16m36s, 2013

A man has to struggle to uncover what has

happened to him. At the same he has to survive
the beautiful and deadly environment he has
found himself in.

My Baby
Luiza Parvu, Romania, 19m, 2013
Lulia, Andi and Ana are bound by a series of
decisions that could change their lives
forever.

Into Noise

Janna Kyllastinen, Finland, 11m24s, 2012
An experimental documentary on the soundscape of
New York. a story of alienation, disruptions and
challenging the way we hear our everyday lives.

Zinneke

Remi Allier, Belgium, 20m, 2013
9 year old Thomas spend his days at the flea
market. His desire to be one of the dealers at
the market leads to embark on an adventure
that overwhelms him.

Trust

Alan Mulligan, Ireland, 12m49s, 2013
A woman scorned seeks revenge on mankind
revealing how one sexual encounter can have
a dreadful effect on the people we love.

Covet

Liam O Mochain, Ireland, 12m3s, 2013
Bridget talks candidly about her first and only
true love but does unrequited love really go
unnoticed?

Separation

Manuela Sobral, Brazil, 13m, 2013
A mysterious path leads a woman to
meet her double.

Speechless

Alexandre Mermaz, France, 16m32s,
Louis is happy. life with his girlfriend Melanie is
nice and easy, up until Melanie decides it’s
time to tie the knot.

The Dancer

Elaine Gallagher, Ireland, 4m32s, 2011
At a competition, a young dancer nervously
waits on the wings but once on stage, she
shines and shows her passion for Irish
dancing.

Sachlich

Stephan Piko, Germany, 15m, 2013
In a relationship, the tension between
being emotionally engaged and modern
clinical objectivity leads to a tragic conflict

Khachaturian Meets Dali
Kirill Fessenko, Canada, 6m39s, 2012
On a tour of Spain, Aram Khachaturian
the renowned composer request to meet
Salvador Dali, the renowned surrealist.

The
Door
Alessandro Cubicciotti, Romania, 13m
2012
A man has to get to a certain room in a hotel
but passing through it’s door proves to be more
difficult than expected.

Dawn

Stephanie Zari, UK, 28m45s, 2012
A psychological drama exploring the
emotional bond of triplets separated at
birth.

In Memoriam

Stephen Grealy, Ireland, 12m51s, 2013
What would you do if you could have a loved
ones memory passed on to you after they pass
away? One man lives with consequences of
having is deceased wife’s memories.

Sobota

Marie Elisa Scheidt, Germany, 29m, 2013
Sobota is a man without morals, a man without
remorse. In the 1960’s, he was known as the
most notorious pimp and merciless thug in
Vienna’s red-light district.

Salt & Pepper

Franky Van Dorst, Netherlands, 7m39s,
2013
One day and a half in the life of single parent
Dave Van Dungen and his children lola and
jona, through the lens of his son’s video camera

Suspense 101

George Dorobantu, Romania, 16m44s,
2013.
All you need for a thriller is girl and door. The
thrilling story of a girl and the noises she
hears behind a door.

Hurdy Gurdy

Stuart Duff, Ireland, 9m23s, 2013
An intimate documentary on Pat Herbert, a
lifelong collector of vintage radios and
gramophones.

Animal Day

Tommi Seitajoki, Finland, 22m30s, 2011
Ylva lives an isolated life, she spend her time spying
on her neighbour Henrik. On animal day she sets
out to meet Henrik under her hidden identity.

#awomansvoice

Lorna Butimer, Ireland, 10m, 2013
A short documentary following a young womans
personal exploration of the abortion debate in
Ireland.

Hondo Mojave

Diego Cabezas, Spain, 12m37s, 2012
A short documentary about Javi Mojave, who
makes and plays his own musical instreuments
inspired by African traditions.

Zanta Clauz

Walid Mattar, France, 15m, 2012
Immigrant Foued lives in fear of arrest and
deportation. One day he is offered a well paid
job where he is certain to remain invisible.

Clean

Benjamin Bouhana, France, 9m52s, 2012
Eric has a small problem. A jar in his hand, he
desparately seeks the one who will keep him
“Clean”

Thoughts About Dying

Jani Ilomaki, Finland, 8m30s, 2013

8 year old Antti is told that his dog will be put
to sleep. This leads to Antti wondering about
the meaning of death.

Volkswagen Joe

Brian Deane, Ireland, 28m65s, 2013
Set during the “troubles” in Northern Ireland.
Joe is a dedicated mechanic working for both
sides of the political divide.

Poop on Poverty
Vijay Jodha, India, 6m, 2013

A look at the underbelly of the most
photographed tourist destination in the
world to highlight the livelihood issue that
concerns 2.5 billion people on the planet.

Prince Filip
Alexander Arcari Gimdal & Torbjorn Fraenckel
Sweden, 14m, 2013
Lotta and Mr 0 live in Goteburg city, They are
expecting their first child and also live with Filip,
a 95kg heavy Vietnamese pot bellied pig.

Mirage
Iker Maidagan, USA, 9m19s, 2013
A young Inuit boy reaches waters no has ever
reached before while trying to fish in the
arctic wilderness.

Eimear

Hannah Finlay, Ireland, 13m35s, 2013
The story of a catholic woman in south Armagh
and the struggles she must face during the
“troubles” in Nothern Ireland.

This Dream Song
Mia Mullarkey, Ireland, 3m37s, 2013
This music video takes us into surreal dream
where the laws of physics do not quite apply

The Fugue

Xavier Bonnin, France, 19m56s, 2012
Simona finds Michel, her lover from her past.
Michel has a new life but will they rekindle
their love.

Margerita

Alessandro Grande, Italy, 15m21s, 2013
Efrem, gypsy boy and skilled pickpocket faces
his first theft in an apartment. An experience
that will change his life.

PureView

Liza Bolton, UK, 13m, 2013
Angela will do anything to get her man. she
enlist the help of occultist Max Lightman but
but at a very high price.

Grand Opening

Liam O Mochain, Ireland, 13m, 2011
A bar owner thinks if he can come up with
the right type of bar, people will flock in
their millions to the bar but maybe the man
needs to change instead of his bar.

Confessions

Ligia Smarandache, Romania, 9m, 2012
Based on a personal diary, consisting in free
flowing thoughts which questions the sense
of life.

The Hunt

Niall Sheerin, Ireland, 14m33s, 2012
A sexually frustrated carpenter seeks
vengeance after a final warning to stay
away from a small town.

Lullaby

Luke Sullivan, UK, 15m, 2011
11 year old Bobby spends his days couriering
drugs around London until a tragic accident
offers Bobby a chance at redemption.

The Salamander

Jules Thenier, France, 18m48s, 2013
60 year old widow Nicole, has turned the

family house into a B&B. Her quiet life will
soon be disturbed by a bad mannered
customer named Bruce.

Me, Myself

Lucas Fernandes, Brazil, 5m, 2012
Music Video for the song “Me, Myself”
by the band Splippleman.

The Hour Glass

Joscha Thelosen, Germany, 8m47s, 2012
Death is living all by himself in no mans land.
He lives his life in routine until a baby is
dropped in front of his house.

Danger Overhead Powerlines
Mia Mullarkey, Ireland, 23m32s, 2013
The story of Teresa Treacy, who was sent to
prison for not allowing the electricity company
to cut down her woodland.

Odds or Evens
Iora Zonshine, Israel, 11m, 2013

Yariv is living a double life. One, with his wife
Rona and two, with Mickie, his lover.

Forgiving Amy

James Mulholland, Ireland, 19m37s,
2013
Amy considers a reconciliation with her father
but she is also living with her boyfriend, who
is a heroin addict.

11 Metres 9 Months

Juanma Arizmendi, spain, 10m, 2013
Dutch man Martin have the chance of

Breaking the national curse of missing
penalty kicks. He just has to score one
against Victor Valdez, the Barca keeper.

Red
Cod
Hanno Hofer, Romania, 9m, 2012
A 50 year old bachelor goes out for some
bread but all the stores are closed, except
one but they have no bread but this store
will make his day.

The Way Back
Ang Li, China, 29m40s, 2013

Meng and Jinqing made a promise to each
when they were little, Meng will dance for
Jinqing. Now that they are older, things have
change. will Meng dance for Jinqing?

Outside the Box

Brian O Glanby, Ireland, 11m, 2013
A young budding wannabe actress fumbles
her way through an audition by charming
the director but the casting director cottons
to her tricks and the fun begins.

Price

Patrick Baumeister, Germany, 12m56s,2013
Anna and Paul meet on the street, trying to get
some money to eat but when that fails they go
through the supermarkets thrash, but how safe
is the thrash.

Yearner

Harm Dens, Belgium, 23m26s, 2013
A story about loneliness, A man lives with his
pregnant girlfriend who owns a lingerie store.
He gets the feeling that he is not welcomed
in this feminine world.

Bachelorette
Anna Linke, Germany, 14m43s, 2012
At her friends hen night, Stephanie, the last
bachelorette in her group doesn’t find a man
but a woman, who she finds very fascinating.

Jacob Wrestling with the Angel
Bertie Brosnan, Ireland, 13m18s, 2013

Jacob is on a mission to finish a painting but he
is simultaneously losing his grip on reality. This
is a fable about fantasy, dreams and obsession

Bad Man

Stefanos Melikidis & Arber Sula, 4m16s, 2012
Alban finds out that he is an orphan within
the family he believes he comes from. Now
Alban goes on a quest to find his real
parents, which leads him to meet the
BOSS.

Fuck Fair Play

Adi & Mak Omanovic, Sweden, 9m, 2012
Alex is a fighter at every aspect and also the
best player in his team. Alex arrives late to the
last training before the final and starts his fight
to play and to be heard.

She has your eyes
Katja Niemi, Finland, 19m29s, 2012
Liraz has an abortion against her will, guilt
and remorse tortures her mind and she sees
the lost future.

Footless Men

Kim Pettersson, UK, 8m, 2012
A bourgeois couple living in London enjoy
long walks, candle lit dinners with friends
and killing people.

A-Way

Chien Hung Lien, Taiwan, 29m58s, 2013
Life in a physical and mental disability
department in Taipei city, through the eyes
of a substitute civilian serviceman, A-Way.

The Disorganised Crime
Stephan Hofmann, Spain, 15m, 2012
Roberto, Carlos, Paulino, Manolo and the
boss disorganize the organized crime. They
can’t agree on plans to rob a casino so they
decide to ask for a loan at the bank.

Virtus

Declan O Mahony, Ireland, 19m, 2013
A short documentary that tells the story of a
diverse group of individuals who are true
champions of creativity in Ireland.

The Greyness of Autumn
Chris Quick, UK, 13m38s, 2012
The story of an Ostrich, whose life is suddenly
turned upside down. Does he have the strength
to rise up?

Heat

Kiyoung Kang, Korea, 25m31, 2012
On hot summer day, a cop chase after a
rape suspect but fails to catch but he tracks
down his sister, who he falls for.

Furniture: Murder & Love
David Quin, Ireland, 5m, 2013
Murder, Lust and Love in the world of Irish
folk furniture. Will our hero Peadar survive to
save his love, the wonderful and beautiful
Deirdre.

Happily Ever After
Ben Genislaw & Yonni Aroussi, Israel, 6m16s,
2012
New couple Rani & Keren face the challenges
of marriage, children and work while trying
to stay together.

Breaking

Pipo Tafel, Germany, 8m20s, 2012
An energetic duet that allows the mind of the
to dive into rhythms and movements. it
reinforces the spectator’s link to ecology.

Everything’s Super
Ralf Beyerle, Germany, 22m50s, 2013
Thomas, a drifting thirtysomething with
relationship problems attempts to give his life
some meaning by helping the streets as a
superhero.

The Tent

Liam O Mochain, Ireland, 17m30s, 2013
An Irishman is allowed by a Polish family to
to put up is tent in their backyard. The Polish
family get a surprise from the Irishman.

Golgotha

Paul Daly, Ireland, 13m, 2012
A struggling family find it hard to sell their
house. They become trapped by unruly
neighbours and a gang of loitering
teenagers.

Inside The Game

Mohamed Farouk Manjouneh, Egypt, 15m,
2013
A documentary about the state of the video gaming
industry in Egypt. This film introduces you to the
video arcade owners, the video gamers and the
video game developers in Egypt.

Go With God

Frank Harriman, UK, 23m58s, 2013
David Taylor has half an hour to live. He is in
imprisoned in foreign country for and facing
execution for a something that isn’t a crime in
his own country Britain.

Secrets

Margherita Spampinato, Italy, 15m, 2012
The world seen through the eyes of a 9 year
old girl. The town she lives in, friends, school,
parents and a also a new and mysterious
relationship.

One Year After

Cristian Pascariu, Romania, 10m48s, 2013
How does a mother deal with the death of her
husband? How can she accept a forced death
caused by a hear breaking accident? She tries
to meet the man who is at fault.

Dream Mashine

Siebel Dominik, Germany, 25m22s, 2013
A group of terrorist take an audience at a
cinema as hostage and violently educate
them about structural violence, using torture
and weapons to underline their argued point.

Mousse
John Hellberg, Sweden, 35m, 2012
What could be easier than robbing a small
tobacco shop on the outskirt of town?

Virtuoso Virtual

Stellmach Thomas, Germany, 7m28s, 2013
Abstract Ink drawings appear out of nowhere. in
synchronism to the music they grow changing
from curiosity, encounters, pursuits and
confrontations.

The Ballsbridge Poisoner
Clive Arnold, Ireland, 12m35s, 2013

Sonya’s workplace is being downsized. how far
will she go to avoid the dreadful chop?

Debtfools

Filipos Vardakas & Despina Ekonomopoulous,
Greece & Spain, 9m16s, 2013
A rich foreigner arrives in a Greek hotel,
looking for a room. He gives the hotel owner
a 100 euro bill and this bill will change the
the Greek village fortunes.

The Handsome Shadows
Mark Cogan, Ireland, 12m55s, 2013

A day of heartache for Doc is deepened when a
face from the past reappears, shaking his world
to it’s very core.

2013.

